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Details of Visit:

Author: pi
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 17 May 2009 3:30
Duration of Visit: 45
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Charlies Angels
Phone: 07857692598

The Premises:

Safe and discreet private appartment, clean as a whistle and well maintained. Plenty of parking
behind flats.

The Lady:

Scarlet is petite, only 5'2", and very pretty with shoulder length auburn hair, a wicked twinkle in her
eye and an equally wicked EE bust in her top. She is in her late 20's. In the nicest way possible I
would describe her as a real Essex girl and I suspect further research may reveal that she was the
girl who originally put the Sex in Essex ;-)

The Story:

For reasons I'm about to reveal there is a very real possibility that Scarlet may simply be too good at
her job!

Once we'd established that neither of us had any interest in any kind of token massage an almost
instant rapport was established around our mutual love of down and dirty foreplay. Scarlet is very
passionate. Introduced to the job by Vicky ( today's maid and previously reported on at this
establishment favourably by myself and with whom Scarlet has swung and enjoyed a lesbian
relationship ) Scarlet says she has never looked back and certainly shows her enthusiasm with
passionate kissing, close body contact, dirty talk, wanking and ravenous OWO. All this was
impressive in itself but it was when we got down to fucking that I found myself surprisingly out of my
depth ;-)

Although I don't usually suffer from premature ejaculation I still wear a cock ring to to help pace
myself. As Vicky can testify this has proved highly effective in the past with my having brought her
to three orgasms over the period of an hour, the ring allowing me to concentrate on pleasuring the
lady without having to hold off every few minutes. Thus tried and tested I thought I could keep up
the same performance with Scarlet. How wrong I was. You may think, as I did, that the missionary
position is the missionary position is the missionary position with the only variations being your
angle / depth of thrust and the position of the ladies legs with the rest being down to chemistry. With
scarlet I discovered something new that I don't mind admitting overwhelmed me. Never in my life
have I ever come across a girl so pro-active in this position. While gripping the frame of the
headboard and screaming "Fuck me" scarlet set up what I can only describe as a body ripple that
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had her contributing to the thrust action as much as I was. I can only describe the situation as me
finding myself on the receiving end of a sexual wave machine and the only drawback was that as
erotic and physically stimulating though it might have been, all of this on top of the surprise of it all
meant my cock, balls, cock ring and all stood no chance and surrendered their load in about two
minutes !

Scarlet, bless her heart, was very apologetic but she certainly had done no wrong and all was far
from lost. A kiss, tender cuddling leading to more foreplay saw us back in action with an
enthusiastic doggy fuck and my finally just about mustering enough cum for Scarlets ever receptive
mouth.

Another favourable thing I have to report about this establishment is the sense of family it promotes.
Sometimes the nicest part of a visit can be having a hug and a giggle with the girl and the maid as
you get ready to head home. Such a vibe is fun, effectionate and everything a punt should be at the
end and the staff of Charlie's Angels provide this in spades.

Back to Scarlet. She is also something of an Anal enthusiast but wisely keeps anal days for when
she is 100% comfortable in this department. Another day maybe.

To sum up, Scarlet is one very sexy girl but beware, her technique and performance might just
sweep the unsuspecting away. Mind you, all things considered, it's one hell of a way to go . . . ;-)  
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